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Skip to main content shows 1-10 of 10 links Effective automatic attendance using fingerprint verification techniques International Journal of Informatics and Engineering (IJCSE)2010The implementation of the student attendance system using RFID TechnologyStudent Wolfpack Club Tracking System Recently, student attendance was considered one of the key elements or issues that reflected academic
achievements and performance contributed to any university compared to traditional methods that impose time-consuming and ineffectiveness. Various automatic identification technologies were more in vogue, such as radio frequency identification (RFID). Extensive research and several applications are produced to make the most of this technology and bring some concern. RFID is a wireless technology
that uses an electronic tag, called an RFID tag or label, to identify and track an object over radio waves to transmit data from an electronic tag, called an RFID tag or label for sending data to an RFID reader. The current study focuses on the design of the RFID attendance management system (AMS) as well as the information services system for the academic domain using RFID technology in addition to
the programmable logical circuit (such as Arduino) and web applications. The proposed system aims to manage student attendance record and provides student tracking capabilities to absentees as well, supporting information services include student grade marks, daily schedule, lecture time and class numbers, and other student-related guidance provided by faculty department staff. Based on the results,
the proposed attendance and information system is time-efficient and reduces documentation efforts and has no energy consumption. In addition, rfid-based systems of students are also analyzed and criticized and respect for system functions and key findings are criticized. Future directions for other researchers are focused and identified. Rjeib, H. D., Ali, N.S., Al Farawn, A., Al-Sadawi, B., &amp; Alsharqi,
H. (2018). Attendance and information system using RFID and web application for the academic sector. International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, 9(1), 266-274. grad/Masters/Doc 22Professor/Associate Prof. 1 Skip to main project content Cost: 6,900 6,400 Project Code: 1501 Download Project Synopsis Project Description: Attendance must be taken at various locations,
including universities, schools for students and in the industry to sign out of employee time. Radio frequency identification (RFID) based on attendance management system can be used in any university or university or company. The main objective of the RFID-based attendance system project is the participation of students or staff. The microcontroller is tasked with keeping the person's attendance in the
microcontroller The existing attendance system is manual and is drained on paper and consumes a lot of time. As we are aware that many traditional attendance system uses attendance to register to note that participation. It has less accuracy. Also, an administrative person must maintain attendance papers/sheets. In many industries, attendance is presented, which is used to record the attendance of its
employees. In school attendance is accepted at roll call assembly and at universities attendance is accepted by the relevant professors. The problem with the existing attendance system is that you can enter the wrong attendance. For example, in an industry, an employee might enter an invalid/incorrect logon time. They can arrive at 10 a.m. and can enter the time as 8 a.m. Also in universities one student
can give a proxy attendance to another student. The probability is very less, but it happens. Video from the project: Project Photos: To avoid all these problems, we have introduced an automated attendance system that uses RFID cards. It is therefore an RFID-based attendance system. In this system, each user, student or employee will have an RFID card. A RFID reader will be placed on the company's
door or entrance gate or on the door of a class or school. Whenever an employee wants to enter the office; must show the RFID card to the reader. Must take an RFID card near the RFID reader. After that, the RFID reader records the RFID number of the card and the time when the staff /student signed up. And in the same way when leaving an employee / student must show the card. So the time of
departure will be recorded. Commonly used RFID cards are credit card sizes and are white colors that are used in many RFID projects. However, now days of RFID cards are also available in small or RFID key tags are available. These key tags can be linked to a key chain. A normal RFID card can be associated with an ID-card of employees or students. Or we can even print the id-card information on the
RFID card itself. This means that there are no additional efforts needed or any additional problems being caused for the carriage of this card because students and staff always carry their I-cards in school and industry respectively. The credit card must be exchanged or inserted into the credit card reader. But the RFID card does not need to be inserted, the user simply has to take it near the RFID reader. So
a student/employee can even hold it in your wallet and can only take your wallet near an RFID card reader without removing the card from your wallet. In this way, the RFID module will read the card information. Block diagram: You will get a CD with this project containing the following documents: Project report in doc (word) format Circuit Layout diagram PCB Program Microcontroller in language assembly
Hex microcontroller code file Datasheets of all components / IC used in the project Description in detail: Contains the following blocks 1) RFID Reader: Full form of RFID's Radio Identification. Wireless communication is used between RFID tags and rfid reader. The reader does not require a line of field of contact with tags. This means that the Reader detects an RFID tag even if there is an object between
the card and the reader. It is therefore a contactless type of reader. The radio frequency used in our reader is 125 kHz, which is a low frequency (LF). Rfid reader connection with the microcontroller is done using the serial port. The RFID reader will communicate with the microcontroller using serial communication. When the rfid tag comes in the range of the Reader module, then the RFID reader detects the
RFID card. And at that time the RFID reader broadcasts a number of alphanumeric unique codes on the serial port. So when adding a staff/student card number in the program memory. First, we need to store this series of alphanumeric code in program memory, and later this unique series of codes will be compared with the incoming card number. The RFID card reader module requires a 9-volt power
supply and the output is shown on the DB9 connector port. 2) RFID cards: There are two main types of RFID cards, passive and active. In this project we used passive RFID tags. As mentioned in the introduction, we can use regular RFID cards, which are the size of a credit card. It is a rectangular shape and white color and can be attached with an ID-card. Or we can even use RFID tags that can be
attached with keychain 3) Microcontroller: It's a major part of the project. It's the heart of the system. The microcontroller communicates with all input and output devices. The different functions of the microcontroller are as follows:1. Display the clock on the LCD2 display. Reading input from rfid3 reader. Comparison with the data/RFID card number stored in the microcontroller memory4. Turn on the buzzer
if the cards do not match5. Logging/storing time in memory if tabs match6. Read keyboard input and set the time as specified by the user.7. Send data to your computer. Computer.
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